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A clinical take on whole‐body dynamic PET
Dynamic PET measures the timedependent spatial distribution of tracers in blood
and tissues, enabling quantification of physiological parameters at the individual
voxel level. But though many clinical PET protocols now involve wholebody
acquisitions using multiple bed positions, the complexity of dynamic PET data
acquisition means that such scans have been constrained to single bed fieldsofview.
Wholebody dynamic PET has not yet been employed in routine clinical imaging.
To address this challenge, a USSwiss research team has developed a parametric imaging method for
wholebody dynamic PET. Their dynamic PET parametric imaging framework involves four to six
wholebody passes, with wholebody PET images first reconstructed using a 3D maximum
likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm, followed by linear or nonlinear Patlak
analysis (a class of graphical techniques for analysing tracer pharmacokinetics) employed on a voxel
level to estimate parametric Patlak images. The proposed framework enables wholebody parametric
Patlak imaging for the costefficient commercial PET systems of limited axial fieldofview that are
now established in the clinic.

(http://images.iop.org/objects/med/news/11/8/17/pic1.jpg)
Dynamic PET parametric imaging framework (http://images.iop.org/objects/med/news/11/8/17/pic1.jpg)

This twostep technique represents an "indirect" parametric imaging method. In their latest work,
the researchers propose methods for reconstructing wholebody parametric PET images directly
from the raw multipass PET data to efficiently suppress the statistical noise levels, by employing a
4D reconstruction algorithm (Phys. Med. Biol. 61 5456
(http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/00319155/61/15/5456)).
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"The systematic and integrated use of dynamic PET data offered by direct Patlak methods leads to
enhanced quantification in the final wholebody images with clinically acceptable noise levels,"
explained author Nicolas A Karakatsanis (https://nkarakatsanis.com/), from Icahn School of
Medicine at Mount Sinai (http://icahn.mssm.edu/), New York. "Thus, direct Patlak wholebody
imaging facilitates our most important aim – clinical translation of advanced quantitative PET for
added value beyond currently established standardized uptake value [SUV] PET images."

(http://images.iop.org/objects/med/news/11/8/17/pic2.jpg)
Nicolas Karakatsanis with the PET/CT scanner (http://images.iop.org/objects/med/news/11/8/17/pic2.jpg)

Proof of performance
To assess the performance of the Patlak algorithms, Karakatsanis, together with Habib Zaidi
(University of Geneva), Arman Rahmim (Johns Hopkins University) and colleagues, simulated
emission images by applying realistic timeactivity curves (derived from published 18FFDG tracer
kinetic parameters) to a voxelized XCAT human torso digital phantom. They added six spherical
tumour lesions, three in the liver and three in the right lung. Noisefree and noisy dynamic PET
projection data were generated and reconstructed to create dynamic PET and Patlak parametric
images of the tracer influx rate constant Ki.
The researchers examined both standard Patlak (sPatlak) imaging and the generalized Patlak
(gPatlak) method, which also accounts for tracer uptake reversibility. For noisefree reconstructions,
indirect and direct (s/g)Patlak Ki images exhibited a higher targettobackground ratio (TBR) than
SUV images, for all evaluated lesions.
In noisy Ki images, the researchers observed significantly reduced noise at matched resolution (and
viceversa) for direct versus indirect Patlak methods, especially for regions of low uptake. These
findings were supported by quantitative analysis of TBR and contrasttonoise ratio (CNR).
In general, gPatlak algorithms provided more accurate Ki estimates than sPatlak counterparts. For
lung tumours, which had a higher degree of uptake reversibility, both noisefree and noisy gPatlak
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reconstructions yielded higher Ki TBR than respective sPatlak reconstructions, demonstrating the
advantage of gPatlak in regions with nonnegligible uptake reversibility. However, the data indicated
higher Ki image noise for gPatlak than sPatlak.
The team has also designed a novel nested MLEM gPatlak reconstruction algorithm, which
accelerates convergence by nesting the fast imagebased estimation of Patlak parameters within each
iteration of the slower projectionbased estimation of dynamic PET images. Comparing conventional
versus nested direct Patlak algorithms, they observed faster convergence for the nested algorithms.
As gPatlak optimization is more susceptible to noise than sPatlak, they proposed initializing the
gPatlak algorithm with estimates derived from a few sPatlak iterations. This approach facilitated
convergence and resulted in higher Ki lesion contrast.

Clinical validity
Finally, the researchers reconstructed five clinical wholebody dynamic datasets. Using patient data
recorded 10–45 min postinjection, they successfully produced quantitative wholebody parametric
PET clinical images of high contrast and low statistical noise in identified tumour lesion regions.

(http://images.iop.org/objects/med/news/11/8/17/pic3.jpg)
Clinical whole‐body Patlak Ki images (http://images.iop.org/objects/med/news/11/8/17/pic3.jpg)

Background noise levels in direct (s/g)Patlak Ki clinical images were comparable to static image
noise in respective wholebody SUV images acquired 60 min postinjection. TBR and CNR for liver
and chest regions were higher for Ki imaging than SUV. "After employing a clinically feasible PET
scan protocol and a single 4D reconstruction algorithm, the contrasttonoise ratio performance was
significantly enhanced," said Karakatsanis. "This improves lesion detectability and quantification
beyond what is currently established in clinical SUV PET imaging."
The researchers observed lower noise for direct relative to indirect Patlak methods, as well as
superior TBR and CNR performance for all direct Patlak methods compared with respective indirect
methods. Results also demonstrated superior TBR scores for nested over conventional Patlak Ki
images. Despite higher noise levels in gPatlak Ki images, these exhibited the highest clinical CNR
scores. Improved TBR and CNR were seen in clinical gPatlak Ki images when at least three cycles of
21 MLEM sPatlak iterations were employed for its initialization.
"This study demonstrated the clinical feasibility and importance of extending direct 4D Patlak
algorithms from singlebed to wholebody PET acquisitions," Karakatsanis told medicalphysicsweb.
http://medicalphysicsweb.org/cws/article/research/65830
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"I am currently leading a collaboration between Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, Johns
Hopkins University, Geneva University Hospital and Siemens Molecular Imaging to develop a
simultaneous wholebody SUV/Patlak4D imaging framework capable of producing both static SUV
PET images and quantitative Patlak4D images from a single dynamic wholebody PET scan,
performed within the period employed for standardofcare SUV PET scans."
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